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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Biraban Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Allison Pattison

Principal

School contact details

Biraban Public School
Beckley St
Toronto, 2283
www.biraban-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
biraban-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
4959 1902

Message from the Principal

Biraban Public School commenced its new three–year plan for school improvement focusing on the strategic directions
of:

 • Quality Teaching & Learning
 • Wellbeing & Innovation
 • Empowering Community

Our vision is Biraban Public School supports a friendly and calm environment that provides a personalised approach to
learning. Students are engaged in a safe, caring atmosphere that fosters a culture of critical and creative learning
opportunities.

2018 was a year of opportunities for our students with academic and extra curricular activities being plentiful and
purposefully offered and designed to support student achievement . We are all proud of their achievements, whether they
be academic, sporting, cultural or personal.

We had some staff changes this year, with Mrs Sandy Notley, the principal, successfully gaining a promotion to
Gwandalan Public School. Ms Lenise Hollis AP Learning and Support gained a principal position after reliving at our
school. I began as principal at the beginning of term 3 and appreciate the warm welcome as I look forward to leading the
school into the future to ensure we achieve our vision as a learning community.

Biraban Public School prides itself on the caring, compassionate atmosphere that is our wonderfully inclusive school
community. I would like to acknowledge our Parents and Citizens Association (P&C) and the wider community for their
continued commitment to supporting school initiatives and the purchase of additional resources. On behalf of Biraban
Public School, I would like to thank the community for their ongoing engagement and dedication to our school throughout
the year.
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Message from the school community

The Biraban Public School P&C have been working non–stop to support the school and conduct fundraisers to achieve
the major project or resurfacing our basketball court. We are pleased to say we have now raised enought money to
achieve this project – congratulations to everyone in the school community for this huge effort!

We would like to give a special mention to:

– The current P&C President Kelly–Jo Bailey for her tireless devotion to getting things moving .

– The current P&C Treasurer Jen Hudson for her fundraising experience and know how.

– Liz Moore for assisting where ever and when ever needed.

And finally to Mrs Allison Pattison our new Principal – THANK YOU for supporting the P&C and the school.

Message from the students

As 2018's leaders we would like to give you an over view of our school year. In this report we will inform you of our
weekly responsibilities, special events, kindy transition, big assemblies, what being a leader has meant to us and a
message to the 2019 leaders.

As school leaders we have responsibilities to follow. Some include: putting up the flags, emptying the recycling, running
multiple assemblies, retrieving the sports trolley, being a role model, attending SRC meetings and presenting awards.
These responsibilities are handed to us as part of our role as school leaders.

As well as these responsibilities, we also have to attend special events. Some of these events include: hosting the Easter
Hat Parade, participating in the Anzac Day Service, taking part in Harmony Day activities, hosting the Education Week
Assembly, attending both the Athletic and Swimming carnival and Cross country. These special events are part of the
school transition.

Within our responsibilities we also supported the kindergartens transition into primary school. Some of the things we
assisted in were: modelling the school uniform for new parents, reading books for My Kindy, helping them to get to know
each other, having a picnic with Nikinpa. These simple things made their transition into primary school easier.

Because we are School Leaders we also ran special assemblies including the Harmony Day assembly, our badge
presentation ceremony, Presentation Day, NAIDOC week assembly, Education Week assembly, the first assembly of the
year and Remembrance Day assembly. These assemblies were special to both the school and us.

Being a leader has brought both happy memories and proud moments. To us, being a leader means to be helpful to
students and teachers, feeling proud and special, to work hard and be nervous and important. Leadership is a great
opportunity to get outside your comfort zone.

As 2018's leaders we would like to send a message to the future leaders of Biraban. As the new leaders of Biraban
Public School you need to be prepared to run assemblies every week, you should also be prepared to attended
important meetings, for example SRC meetings. Don't be nervous to face large crowds. Being a leader makes you feel
proud and respected. If you don't get a position as school captain or prefect you will still be a leader.
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School background

School vision statement

Biraban Public School supports a friendly and calm environment that provides a personalised approach to learning.
Students are engaged in a safe, caring atmosphere that fosters a culture of critical and creative learning opportunities.

School context

Biraban Public School is situated on the western side of Lake Macquarie on Awabakal land. The school has a current
enrolment of 136 students with Aboriginal students making up 42% of this enrolment.

The staff are enthusiastic and dedicated. A significant amount of staff are made up of exemplary temporary teachers who
are nurtured and mentored by our more experienced staff members. The staff are committed to improving student
outcomes and increasing community engagement to support student learning.

There is strong evidence of Aboriginal culture around the school. Parents and community believe the school has a
positive culture which is open, respectful and values everyone's opinion" and "a feeling that school genuinely wants to
support kids and culture."

The school has a comparatively high Family Occupational and Educational Index (FOEI) of 153 and receives significant
RAM funding because of this.

The school has a strong focus on literacy and numeracy. We have begun Instructional Rounds and Explicit Direct
Instruction programs. We continue to focus on quality programs of Focus on Reading, L3 and TEN.

The school became part of the Early Action for Success (EAfS) initiative. We have an Instructional Leader 2 days per
week. They ensure all students K–2 are meeting required benchmarks. Student support is allocated through tiered
interventions and specialist staff and programs..

We have a strong focus on Values Education and we are a Positive Behaviour for Learning(PBL) school.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. The framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading. During the external
validation process, an independent panel of peer principals considered our evidence and assessment of the school's
progress, aligned with the standards articulated in the School Excellence Framework.

The results of this process indicated the following in the three domains of Learning, Teaching & Leading:

Learning

The panel determined the school to be operating at Sustaining & Growing in four out of the six elements. Evidence to
support this included a broad range of examples including school procedures for Department of Education policies,
scope and sequences, program initiatives, data sets from student performance, wellbeing and attendance information as
well as survey responses.

Teaching

The panel determined the school to be operating at Delivering in three out of the four elements. In Learning &
Development the school was deemed to be working at Sustaining & Growing. Evidence to support this included the staff
professional learning being clearly aligned to the strategic directions inclusive of implementing explicit instruction
pedagogy across the school. Instructional rounds occurred and mentoring by executive and aspiring leaders for early
career teachers have been a feature. The EAfS initiative has resulted in increased collaboration, utilisation of learning
progressions and data overall to drive teaching and learning.
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Leading

The panel determined the school to be operating at Delivering for three out of the four elements. In Management
Practices & Processes the school was deemed to be working at Sustaining & Growing. Evidence presented included the
school plan and relevant milestones along with community surveys and documentation of community workshops. This
demonstrated the schools commitment to build capacity of staff through instructional, transformational and distributed
leadership practices. Community engagement and participation is a recognised culture within the school and is an area
the school is striving to increase as reflected in the school plan.

Through rigorous evaluation of our school environment, processes and practices we have been able to establish future
directions to facilitate positive growth in our school.

Our self–assessment and the external validation process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Quality Teaching and Learning

Purpose

Use evidence based teaching practices to personalise student learning and promote high levels of student engagement
and achievement .

Overall summary of progress

In 2018, the school maintained its focus on the explicit teaching of English and Mathematics. Additionally, teachers were
upskilled in analysing and evaluating data from assessments to inform teaching and learning programs. This involved
professional learning on using the National Literacy and Numeracy Progressions. The Instructional Leader and Assistant
Principal provided support in classrooms in identifying and consolidating best practice with teaching staff. Targeted tiered
intervention occurred in 5 weekly cycles to support the learning of students particularly in the early years.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

All staff have a comprehensive
understanding of and effectively
apply research based Literacy
and Numeracy pedagogies.

$3500 L3 OPL Stage 1

$2000 writing initiative

$5000 instructional rounds

2 staff completed their OPL year for L3.

The school implemented a writing initiative for
primary to improve the writing processes.

Instructional Rounds focused on explicit instruction
strategies

Increase the percentage of
students above minimum
standard for NAPLAN reading,
writing and numeracy; Year 3
from 79% to 90%, Year 5 from 73
to 85%.

Baseline: 2015–2017 average for
Reading Writing and Numeracy.

Year 3 writing achievement was at state average.

Both Year 3 and Year 5 numeracy showed results
below expectation.

Increase the percentage of
students in the top 2 bands for
NAPLAN; Yr3 reading 14% to
24% and numeracy 13% to 23%,
Yr5  reading 13% to 23% and
numeracy 13% to 23%.

Baseline 2015–2017 average.

33% of students in Year 3 & 5 achieved in the top 2
skill bands in reading.

16% of students achieved in the top 2 skill bands
which was pleasing compared to no
representations in 2017.

Evidence in all teaching and
learning programs of
collaborative practice and whole
school planning.

The school will continue to focus on collaborative
practices and systems and processes to enable
continuous improved practice to support staff and
students.

Next Steps

In 2019 Biraban Public School will continue to focus on:
 • Explicit Teaching in English and Mathematics
 • Professional learning in research based pedagogy and assessment procedures to support student learning
 • Utilising accurate and authentic data to drive personalised teaching and learning
 • Updating scope and sequences to incorporate the new science syllabus, synthetic phonics and numeracy
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 • Professional learning for staff around mandatory implementation of PD/H/PE
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Strategic Direction 2

Wellbeing and Innovation

Purpose

Build teacher capacity in implementing programs which promote positive student wellbeing and empower teachers to;
inspire and engage students to become self directed, creative and confident learners of the future.

Overall summary of progress

This year, Biraban Public School continued with Positive Behaviour for learning with staff attending several professional
learning sessions in preparation for refinement of systems and processes in the future years.

Minds Wide Open training was held at the school for our Community of Schools to join and was attended by all staff from
our school to increase their skills and knowledge of critical and creative thinking skills. The implementation of units of
work to develop these skills in our students have been a successful addition to engaging our students in learning. Staff
also completed professional learning in online future focused learning modules to support their pedagogy.

Coding was a clear focus for staff and students to improve their knowledge, skills and understanding in Coding and its
many applications.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increase students average score
on the divergent thinking test by
10% each year.

Baseline average for 2018 = 17

The school created resources and implemented
Minds Wide Open in their classroom. Formative
assessment occurred and the divergent thinking
test will be implemented in 2019.

Reduce data base entries from
classrooms by 30% from an
average of 2 per student in 2017
to 1.4 per student.

QTSS funds to support
executive staff with
wellbeing and curriculum.

$5000 professional learning

Data reflected minimal decrease in classroom
negative incidents and notifications.

All staff participated in Trauma training and support
of students at school

Staff attending Positive Behaviour for Learning and
wellbeing professional learning.

Evidence of staff accessing and
embedding future focused
teaching and learning strategies
in their programs and evidenced
in classrooms..

$2500 professional learning School scope and sequence developed for critical
and creative thinking skills. Staff collaborated to
embed these skill within existing programs and
pedagogies K–6

Next Steps

 • Technology resources increased across the school to support staff in teaching ICT skills, critical and creative
thinking and implementing the new Science and Technology syllabus.

 • A new PBL team formed to reflect on students wellbeing processes, analyse the data and reboot the wellbeing
initiatives across the school.

 • Initiating STEM challenges  K–6 and maintain focus on Coding across the school.
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Strategic Direction 3

Empowering Community

Purpose

Develop a culture of collective responsibility, through reciprocal understanding , where all students, staff and community
have high expectations of engagement, learning and overall success.

Overall summary of progress

A number of events occurred throughout the year to engage parents & caregivers in the teaching, learning and wellbeing
of our students at Biraban Public School. These included: NAIDOC week, Yarn Up, enrichment days and open
classrooms, Colour run and parent workshops to just name a few. The community was well represented in attendance
and feedback was positive.

We aim to empower our staff through the Professional Development Plan process and this year we had two staff
members seek and successfully obtain their teacher accreditation  through NESA, the NSW Education Standards
Authority. Executive worked with staff through professional learning to build their leadership capacity and achieve their
goals.

The school had several staffing changes with the appointment of a new Assistant Principal and permanent classroom
teacher at the end of the year.

Increased communication mediums were enhanced and employed including an online newsletter.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

TTFM parent survey shows
parent support for learning at
home has increased from 6.1 to
above 7.

The TTFM survey for parents wasn't implemented
this year as an increase in parent participation was
sought through personalised surveys. Results are
under parent/caregiver satisfaction and are very
positive.

By increased community
involvement there will be an
increase in the percentage of
Aboriginal students in the top 2
band of NAPLAN from 5% for
year 3 and 20% for year 5 to
30%. Baseline data 2015–2017.

Only slight increases was made in Year 3 and Year
5 and will form a clear direction for intervention
support next year.

Next Steps

 • TTFM survey for all of the school community inclusive of students, staff and parents/caregivers
 • Employ an Aboriginal teacher to provide tiered intervention in Literacy and Numeracy for Aboriginal students and

support teachers and all students in cultural awareness
 • Continue to increase our connections with community through utilising their services and resources eg. Nikinpa

Community Centre working with early childhood staff and health providers; Toronto library for excursions and
borrowing their robotics and technology resources.

 • Engage parents in the PaTCH program (Parents as Teachers Classroom Helpers) to upskill their knowledge and
skills around Literacy and Numeracy.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $82 722 Aboriginal Education Officer was employed to
support Aboriginal students through learning
culture and supporting wellbeing initiatives
through working with Aboriginal families and
community agencies.

Low level adjustment for disability $45 115 Collaborative planning sessions amongst staff
to ensure students that adjustments were in
place for students with disabilities through
providing appropriate support structures.

Personalised Learning and Support Plans
(PLSP) developed for students with learning
needs and communicated.

Behaviour Management Plans developed for
students with behavioural needs and
communicated.

SLSO support provided for implementation of
curriculum and environmental adjustments.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$18 324 QTSS funding allowed for the monitoring and
implementation of strategic directions and the
development of policy, procedures and new
initiatives designed to reach school
milestones. These initiative's included
instructional rounds, professional learning
around explicit instruction and wellbeing
support.

Socio–economic background $153 538
 • Socio–economic
background ($500.00)

Students from Low–socio–economic
backgrounds have a comprehensive
approach towards their learning and wellbeing
through additional SLSO's being employed to
support them and other initiatives being
provided in the school such as:

– SPinS, Speech Pathology in Schools

– ScopeIT coding lessons for all students

– Additional LAST time for a teacher to
support interventions in literacy and
numeracy.

Support for beginning teachers $6 893 2 teachers completed their accreditation for
proficient level so all staff are now accredited
at proficiency.  The beginning teacher was
mentored weekly through additional release
and attend professional learning events.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 55 54 60 76

Girls 56 52 60 65

Student numbers have been steadily increasing over
the last 3 years demonstrated in a growth in enrolments
across the school.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 90.2 94.2 94.9 90.6

1 94.3 88.3 90.3 92.2

2 92.9 89.3 87.1 89.5

3 95 89.5 88.2 88.1

4 92.8 91.7 92.1 93.3

5 87.7 91.1 88.3 86.7

6 90.9 84.4 87.6 82.1

All Years 91.4 89.5 90.3 89

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

At Biraban Public School a comprehensive program of
monitoring attendance and a daily phone home
program is in place. Each week the executive discuss
attendance and analyse the absentee data. Any
student attending less than 85% is invited to a meeting
to develop an attendance plan with appropriate support
measures. The Home School Liaison Officer is notified
of concerns and follows up problems from regular visits
to the school. Incentive programs are implemented to
encourage maximum attendance.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 1

Classroom Teacher(s) 7.83

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.21

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.3

Teacher Librarian 0.2

School Administration and Support
Staff

1.71

*Full Time Equivalent

The school employs an Aboriginal Education Officer
who works with students and 2 other Aboriginal
teachers and support personnel.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 0

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning for staff continued as a priority in
2018 with explicit direct instruction pedagogy being led
by the school eecutive and the Early Action for Success
initiative led by the Instructional Leader. There is a
clear focus on evidence based literacy and numeracy
pedagogy and tracking of students using the new
National Literacy and Numeracy Progressions.
Programs continuing to be implemented included L3
training for staff, TEN maths intervention and Spelling
Mastery. Staff completed mandatory training in CPR,
Anaphylaxis Child Protection and Code of Conduct.

Two teachers gained their proficient accreditation with
NESA this year whilst all other staff are monitoring their
maintenance period.
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Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 29,056

Revenue 2,142,479

Appropriation 2,074,433

Sale of Goods and Services 9,703

Grants and Contributions 57,732

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 611

Expenses -1,923,789

Recurrent Expenses -1,923,789

Employee Related -1,761,062

Operating Expenses -162,727

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

218,691

Balance Carried Forward 247,747

Biraban Public School ensures it complies with the
Department of Education policies and procedures
throughout the processes in place for effective use of
finance to establish a positive impact on the learning
and wellbeinf of students. Expenditure of funds in 2018
and identifiable patterns included:
 • Majority of our RAM equity in 2018 has been

spent on funding an extra teacher to create a 7th
class

 • Funding SLSO's through integration funding
increases

 • Improvements in technology through purchasing
Ben Q screen along with an I PAD/computer
charging trolley.

 • An air conditioner was purchased for a classroom
 • Expenditure of funds on programs such as

Spelling Mastery, Inital lit and ScopeIT

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 1,149,210

Base Per Capita 23,204

Base Location 0

Other Base 1,126,005

Equity Total 281,374

Equity Aboriginal 82,722

Equity Socio economic 153,538

Equity Language 0

Equity Disability 45,115

Targeted Total 41,549

Other Total 346,031

Grand Total 1,818,164

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

The schools Year 3 NAPLAN literacy data reflected:
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 • Aboriginal students achieved at average of 15
points higher than the state average score in
reading.

 • Non–Aboriginal students achieved significantly
below state average in reading, spelling and
Grammar & Punctuation.

 • In writing students achieved the average state
level benchmark which was pleasing.

The schools Year 5 NAPLAN literacy data reflected:
 • 69% of students achieve at or above expected

growth in reading
 • Grammar & Punctuation and Spelling results were

above our like schools but still below state
average

 • Writing resulst demonstrated a significant decline
this year and will be a key pedagogical focus
moving forward .

33% of students in Year 3 & 5 achieved in the top 2 skill
bands in reading. Literacy concept and skill
development will be a driving focus into next year to
support students achievement and skill acquisition of
literacy concepts in internal and external assessments
such as NAPLAN.

The schools Year 3 NAPLAN numeracy data reflected:
 • Achievement below state average after being

significantly above in 2017.
 • 66% achieved in the top 2 skill bands with no

Aboriginal students being represented in the top 2
skill bands since 2016.

 • 2 students were represented in the top skill bands
and 4 students in the middle skill bands.

The school Year 5 NAPLAN numeracy data reflected:
 • Achievement significantly below below state

average in numeracy but above the similar
schools score.

 • 16% of students achieved in the top 2 skill bands
which was pleasing compared to no
representations in 2017.

 • 35% of students achieved their expected growth
in numeracy.

The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data

As a part of the Premier's Priorities: Improving
education results and State Priorities: Better services –
Improving Aboriginal education outcomes for students
in the top two NAPLAN bands, we achieved 8.33% of
Aboriginal students were in the top 2 skill bands in
Reading and Numeracy in NAPLAN Year 3 and 5 in
2018. We will endeavour to ensure all Aboriginal
students meet and surpass the state priorities.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Student Satisfaction

The 'Tell Them From Me' survey was used to measure
student satisfaction at school. A number of pleasing
data trends developed from this survey, these included;
 • 23% lower prevalence of bullying compared to the

rest of the sate
 • 35% increase on the state average of students

who believe they do not get in trouble at school.
 • Higher than state average scores of effective use

of learning time and important concepts being
taught well.

 • 100% of students believe that their teachers have
a good understanding of Aboriginal culture.

 • 100% of Aboriginal students feel good about their
culture when at school.

Parent Satisfaction

Upon reflection of our annual parent survey, parents
reported an overwhelming sense of satisfaction and
belonging for both themselves and their children.
Noticeable data results included:
 • 100% of parents reported that their child is happy

to attend school every day.
 • 100% of parents reported that their child's

individual needs are catered for.
 • 100% of parents reported that their family feels

welcome in the Biraban Public School community
 • 96% of parents reported that their child has a staff

member that they can turn to for support when
they need it.

 • 100% of parents reported that their child is
making pleasing academic progress.

Our biggest area of concern is that only 92% of parents
feel that teachers communicate with them in a timely
manner. This will be a focus area for staff to ensure we
can improve this score for next year by taking an even
more active approach towards teacher/parent
communication.

We also managed to gain valuable insight into
programs that are working well and took on board
feedback into how we can continue to refine and
improve school wide systems.

Teacher Satisfaction

Teachers completed annual evaluation surveys to
identify their opinions on various aspects of school
operations. Noticeable data included;
 • 100% of staff feeling valued for what they do

within the school.
 • 100% of staff agreeing that they have meaningful

and authentic relationships with the parent
community.

 • 100% of staff feel supported when they have an
issue.

 • 100% of staff believe that school professional
learning meets their individual needs.
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Aboriginal Education has continued to be a driving
focus for Biraban
Public School. Teachers have reviewed teaching and
learning programs for
opportunities to better incorporate meaningful
Aboriginal perspectives. Uncle
Amos Simon (AEO) remains a key figure within our
school sharing his valuable
cultural knowledge and making connections with
community that in turn create
better opportunities for our students. A number of key
initiatives have been
implemented in an effort to enhance the experiences
for all students which
include:
 • Involvement in the Indigenous Digital Excellence

(IDX) program. Uncle Amos
helped liaised with the IDX program and Toronto
Library to arrange for senior
classes to participate in digital technology
learning activities. Students
learnt how to program Lego robots and use
Virtual Reality (VR) technology

 • Aboriginal Dance groups led by Uncle Amos.
These groups have performed out in community
at a variety of different venues and continue to
make our school proud. Both Aboriginal and
non–Aboriginal students participate, sharing
cultural knowledge

 • Implementation of a whole school language
program. Staff participated in training with
Miromaa to learn key Awabakal words that staff
could incorporate into every day school
interactions with community. These words were
taught and continue to be used in classrooms and
around the school. Signage is in the process of
being sourced to display this learning through the
school.

 • NAIDOC Week activities that spread across the
entire week. This allowed students to engage with
a deeper and more meaningful array of activities
and experiences. Students and community
participated in different activities each day
celebrating the theme 'Because of her we can'.

 • Implementation of the Brospeak program for
Stage 2&3 Aboriginal boys. This program allowed
the boys to explore the Aboriginal identity. Boys
learnt about goal setting, seeing themselves as
role models and what that means for younger
students, self–respect and respect for others. A
number of different positive community male role
models came into the school to speak to the boys
and share their story of success in life.

 • Participation in the NSW AECG SHOW (Sport,
Health, Opportunities & Wellbeing) Camp in
Sydney. Uncle Amos and Miss Morgan took 8
students down to Sydney and participated in
variety of learning experiences, embracing culture
and education in a new and exciting environment.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Throughout the year students engaged in various
Multicultural experiences incorporating outcomes and
learning experiences reflective of the History and
Geography syllabuses. This has included cooking from
other cultures, learning about other customs and beliefs
and exposure to different languages including
Awabakal, French, Japanese, Spanish and Tagalog
from the Philippines.

As a whole school we celebrated Harmony Day in
March. Students were encouraged to wear orange.
Teachers coordinated activities in classrooms during
the week and then each class presented their work at
assembly. Students made posters about belonging,
how to say "hello" in different languages, and a special
movie presentation about the heritage of all the
students in the OC class.

One of our staff members completed ARCO training
(Anti–Racism Contact Officers training). ARCOs are
trained to assist in the resolution of complaints of
racism and to promote antiracism education in schools.
They support staff to identify and address racism and
discrimination in the learning and working environment
and support the education and wellbeing needs of
students from culturally diverse backgrounds.

At Biraban we strive to be inclusive of all cultures.
Aboriginal culture is obviously very prevalent due to the
high number of our students that identify as Aboriginal.
We also have students from the Torres Strait islands,
Singapore and Philippines. We believe that through
education about diversity we can promote acceptance,
tolerance and celebrate all the richness that exposure
to different cultures can bring.
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